Motion Compensated Dynamic MRI Reconstruction With Local Affine Optical Flow Estimation.
This paper proposes a novel framework to reconstruct dynamic magnetic resonance imaging (DMRI) with motion compensation (MC). Specifically, by combining the intensity-based optical flow constraint with the traditional compressed sensing scheme, we are able to jointly reconstruct the DMRI sequences and estimate the interframe motion vectors. Then, the DMRI reconstruction can be refined through MC with the estimated motion field. By employing the coarse-to-fine multi-scale resolution strategy, we are able to update the motion field in different spatial scales. The estimated motion vectors need to be interpolated to the finest resolution scale to compensate the DMRI reconstruction. Moreover, the proposed framework is capable of handling a wide class of prior information (regularizations) for DMRI reconstruction, such as sparsity, low rank, and total variation. The formulated optimization problem is solved by a primal-dual algorithm with linesearch due to its efficiency when dealing with non-differentiable problems. Experiments on various DMRI datasets validate the reconstruction quality improvement using the proposed scheme in comparison to several state-of-the-art algorithms.